Swarm robotics is an innovative approach to the control and coordination of a large number of multi-agent systems that use naturally inspired swarm intelligent methods to perform a task through emergent behaviors. A swarm based approach can decrease the complexity and the cost of designing a cooperative multi-robot system. This paper proposes a general engineering approach to develop a robotic swarm that focuses on how to synthesize an emergent behavior and the associated inputs to this end. We validate our methodology by engineering a swarm to simultaneously rendezvous on a stationary light source. Furthermore, we also considered the case when the light source is slowly moving. The design is simulated in NetLogo, an agent-based modeling software, and implemented on the MASnet robot platform. This work demonstrates the basic knowledge and tools required to engineer a robotic swarm.
Introduction
Sensor network systems are now reaching beyond academia into both military and commercial applications including surveillance, search and rescue, environmental monitoring, commercial cleaning, material tracking and security [1] . A sensor network's value is derived by its self-organizing nature, low power operation and low cost. A large number of sensing nodes can be dispersed relatively inexpensively. A sensor network increases in value by coupling its sensing and communicating abilities with a mobility platform such as an autonomous unmanned vehicle (AUV). A large amount of research over the past 10 years has been dedicated to cooperation and control of multi-vehicle systems [2] [3] as well as the communication schemes of sensor networks [4] , but as of yet little is written on how to design a mobile sensor network in an efficient and cost effective manner.
In this work we explain in detail the synthesis of a mobile sensor network for a cooperative phototaxis task. Phototaxis is a special case of taxis in which an organism, or a robot in our case, moves toward a directional light stimulus. Taking advantage of the mobile sensor networks flexibility, we desire to have multiple robots find the light source and cooperatively climb the gradient to rendezvous at the light source simultaneously. The results of this work can be applied to many applications including toxic substance remediation, nuclear hazard detection and forest fire mop-up (where post fire conditions require a tedious ground search for remaining hot spots).
Initial attempts at cooperative phototaxis failed due to both 1 Copyright c 2007 by ASME limitations from inexpensive hardware and a complex unreliable cooperation scheme. When designing a single robot, requirements dictate trade offs between performance, cost and functionality. However, the design of a multiple robot team greatly increases complexity facing issues such as communications, team robustness, movement and sensing cooperation. More recently, multiple vehicle system have been modeled after social insects resulting in a swarm intelligent design. A swarm robotics approach incorporates a large number of relatively simple robots given simple commands whose interactions cause a global emergent behavior. This approach is extracted from nature by analyzing social insects. For example, ants, in addition to being excellent architects, also have the ability to find the shortest path to food yet posses no advanced communication abilities [5] . Success is finally achieved by following a simple swarm based design approach. The object of this paper is to present, with a tutorial flavor, a practical swarm engineering design approach for robotics in general, and more specifically mobile sensor networks. This work also advances current swarm engineering methods focusing on behavioral motivations and bridges the gap between simulation and practical hardware implementation. The final result is a biologically inspired, swarm intelligent method to develop a low cost yet productive mobile sensor network to perform phototaxis. This paper is organized as follows: Sec. 2 describes the background of swarm intelligence and subsequently swarm robotics. Sec. 3 briefly discusses current swarm engineering methodologies then continues to propose a six-step procedure to swarm engineering. The swarm engineering method is illustrated by designing a robotic swarm for phototaxis in Sec. 4 with the simulation and experimental results presented in Sec. 5 and conclusions drawn in Sec. 6.
Swarm Engineering
Hancock [6] identified that "Design in a major sense is the essence of engineering; it begins with the identification of a need and ends with a product or system in the hands of a user. It is primarily concerned with synthesis rather than the analysis which is central to engineering science. Design, above all else, distinguishes engineering from science." This section is dedicated to the synthesis and design process for robotic swarms and emergent behaviors.
Swarm engineering was declared to be a formal research field by S. Kazadi in 2000 [7] , defining swarm engineering as a "two-step process by that one creates a swarm of agents which complete a predefined task." The first step is the generation of a swarm condition and the second step is the fabrication of behaviors that can satisfy the swarm condition. Kazadi identified two common approaches to swarm engineering. In the first approach, an understanding of the underlying system dynamics is developed through building and improving the system. The second approach generates an understanding of these dynamics before attempting to build robots. Kazadi provides formal definitions and proposes a high level mathematical framework for swarm engineering in [8] . In this paper we use a combination of these techniques, but provide a more practical explanation for the design methodology.
Swarm Intelligence and Swarm Robotics
A knowledge of swarm robotics origins, strengths, weaknesses and motivations is required to correctly identify applications that may benefit from a swarm engineered design. It is important to note that not all multi-vehicle systems will benefit from a swarm design. As with any design technique, the needs and requirements of the system must fit within the swarm paradigm to reap the benefits.
Swarm intelligence claims the ability to manage complex systems of interacting agents through minimal communication with only local neighbors to produce a global emergent behavior [9] . Swarm intelligence is derived from observing the success of ants, bees, termites and other creatures achievements with relatively low brain power and limited communication. For example, ants find the shortest route to food and build elaborate multilevel anthills without audio or visual communications, master plans or overseers. Ants accomplish these engineering feats by following a simple set of rules based on simple sensing abilities.
Swarm research shows that swarm intelligent systems are a bottom-up scheme verses the traditional top-down scheme. In a bottom-up scheme, agent ignorance is useful; local information leads to global behavior and chaos grows into a complex order. In a traditional design, agent ignorance is harmful and a predefined communication/command order is required, increasing the complexity which often leads to chaos. This form of distributed control may be more efficient for large, complex robotic systems. The positive attributes of a bottom-up swarm design for large multi agent systems include [10] [11]:
Robustness -Continued group operation in spite of individual robot failure or a changing environment can be attributed to the decentralized control, shared sensor data, inherent redundancy from using a large number of robots and the simplicity of individual robots. Also, there exists no single point of failure for the system. Scalability -Robots can be added to or removed from the swarm, within some definable limit, without requiring a change in the program or subsequent reprogramming. Flexibility -A robotic swarm has the capability to generate new behaviors with time. Solutions to problems are rarely the same. Self-organizing -A swarm requires no leader or pacemaker. Longevity -Multiple robots will most certainly outlive a single robot. Copyright c 2007 by ASME Low-cost -Simple design requires less hardware and is ready for mass production.
Swarm Design Approach
While swarms are comprised of simple agents and simple interactions, global swarm behavior maybe complex and unpredictable. A complete mathematical model of swarm behavior is difficult, if not impossible, to derive because of the large number of inputs, interactions and unknowns. One proposed solution to the ambiguity of swarm engineering is to use evolutionary programming to search for valid solutions in the same way that natural swarms have developed [12] . It is the author's opinion that while evolutionary algorithms have good prospects in swarm robotics, it should not detract from the simple nature of the individual agents.
Expanding on the two step swarm engineering procedure defined in Sec. 2, we have devised a more explicit six-step procedure for swarm design:
1. Identify desired emergent behavior 2. Select or devise a set of behaviors and motivators 3. Choose appropriate input for the above behavior motivators 4. Generate an algorithm to combine behavior motivators 5. Simulate global behavior 6. Design and build robots Note that in this approach the success of each progressive step is dependent upon the viability of the solutions devised in prior steps. Failure in one step of this process warrants revaluation of the preceding step or steps. For highly complex systems, this process may require many iterations. Also, within each step consideration of known constraints should be accounted for, such as cost, size and those imposed by the use of existing hardware.
Swarm Behavior
The first step of a swarm design is to identify the desired swarm behavior of the system. This includes tasks to be accomplished as well as agent preservation behaviors. A clear and precise definition will simplify the next step, selecting swarm behavior motivators that can be combined to produce the desired agent behavior and eventually the global swarm behavior established in step one.
We define behavior modifiers to be agent level algorithms or control methods that react to the acquisition of local knowledge that produce the agents behaviors. The combination or sum of these agent level behaviors make up a swarm behavior. A behavior modifier can react to one or multiple inputs. An expanded list of agent behaviors and behavior modifiers used to develop swarm behaviors is found in Table 1 .
To illustrate the role of behavior modifiers in swarm robotics consider the example of the fundamental swarm behavior of Aggregation. At the agent level, the behavior modifier set could simply contain an attractive potential field with other agents. Now, consider the more complex swarm behavior of flocking. See Figure 1 for an example of flocking in geese. The first behavior modifier is a potential field of attraction between agents draw distributed agents together into a flock. Next, a velocity and heading control is established that attempts to mimic the velocity and heading of the agents nearest neighbor creating a unified direction and velocity. The third behavior modifier is a small repulsing potential field between agents that over powers the attractive potential field at close range. This behavior keeps agents at a safe distance from each other as they settle to the equilibrium points between the attraction and repulsion fields. The third step is to select appropriate inputs to stimulate the behavioral responses. Shared information of some form is a requirement of cooperation [13] . In robotics, information is most often shared with neighbors through radio links but can also include stigmergy communications. Stigmergy is a method of communication in swarms in which the agents of the system communicate with one another by modifying their local environment. An example of stigmergy in nature of this is the pheromone trail left by an ant that has found food or the animated dance of a honey bee. In a robotic application, stigmergy could be realized through sensors such as IR/Sonar distance detection, video processing, IR pulsing, signal strengths, audible chirping etc.
If only one behavioral modifier is used the fourth step becomes trivial. However, most robotic systems will combine many behavioral modifiers to produce individual agent actuation. Defining the relationships and associations between behavior modifiers can be realized by priority rating, behavior weighting, averaging, switching modes or even random selection. Relationships should be established by logical reasoning and intuition Copyright c 2007 by ASME with the emergent behavior in mind. Because there is no straightforward method to mathematically predict the emergent behavior of the swarm, at least one variable gain should be associated with each behavior modifier to provide a method of adjusting the reactance and correlation with other behavior modifiers. This step will be constantly modified and revised until the designed global behavior is achieved and optimized.
Simulation and Implementation
Simulation is a critical step in the swarm engineering process because it provides an environment to observe, understand and adjust the swarm's complex behaviors and dynamics. The ability to view a swarm's emergent behaviors in a relatively short amount of time mitigates the burden of the iterative design process in swarm engineering.
The accuracy of a simulation varies according to the level of system detail included in the simulation model. The model can be a purely behavioral model with each agent depicted as a point mass or so well defined as to include first and second order dynamics of the agents. It is the authors experience that a simple behavioral model is always needed where an advanced model is only required in later stages. The simple model keeps the simulation effort low while providing an environment to explore and eventually optimize emergent behavior. Once an emergent behavior is established, the model can be enhanced to include the advanced dynamics of the robotics if needed.
The complexities of simultaneously tracking potentially hundreds of individual agents' states including positions, headings, velocities and sensor measurements has spawned the development of specialized agent based software for modeling swarms. The most widely used platforms are, SWARM [14] , MASON [15] and NetLogo [16] . These agent-based simulation platforms provide framework, tools and visualization capabilities which significantly simplify agent state tracking. This allows the user to write one set of instructions that apply to all agents or a subset of agents.
SWARM, developed in C, was the first agent-based modeling platform and considered the grandfather of all subsequent platforms. MASON is modeled after SWARM, implemented in Java and designed for simulation efficiency. MASON and SWARM are considered "framework and library" platforms that provide a workspace conducive to organizing and designing agent-based models without limit to the size, scope or complexity of the models. NetLogo was developed to be an educational tool basic enough for school children. NetLogo users enjoy the highly simplified programming language and colorful interface necessary for its original intent. NetLogo, initially excluded from serious research, is now used throughout the scientific community and contains an advanced tool set. NetLogo is ideal for mobile swarms for its design for problems involving agent interaction on a grid space with built-in functionality for heading, velocity and distance calculations. In summary, NetLogo's simplicity is ideal for prototyping and behavioral level simulating where SWARM and MASON are more suitable for large complex simulations when a large amount of time can be dedicated to developing the model. Table 2 provides a side-by-side comparison of these three platforms. A detailed evaluation of agent based simulation platforms can be found in [17] .
Hardware can now be designed, retrofitted and/or purchased to provide sufficient motion, sensing and communication abilities. Both the mechanical and electrical components of the individual robot should be as simple as possible, allowing for mass production, while meeting the requirements from the above. A simple robot keeps the cost low while increasing the robustness of the overall swarm system. Copyright c 2007 by ASME 
Phototaxis Swarm Engineering Experiment
The desire to perform a cooperative phototaxis is motivated and facilitated by the Mobile Actuator Sensor Network (MASnet) program at Utah State University. The MASnet's objective is to develop a cooperative detection and neutralization method for a cloud of toxic gas [18] . Monitoring and predicting an intensely dynamic diffusion process is an ambitious task. Hence, we are approaching it one step at a time. Our current goal is to simultaneously rendezvous on the light source whose position is fixed but unknown. The multi-vehicle control algorithm must not only guarantee simultaneous rendezvous but also be able to follow a static light gradient to the source while avoiding collisions.
Previous attempts at phototaxis on this platform have failed largely due to complex position based control, poor sensors, the inability to share information and a general lack of robustness. In this section, we design a new phototaxis control algorithm taking advantage of the swarm paradigm.
MASnet Overview
The MASnet project at Utah State University combines a wireless sensor network with a mobility platform. That is, a large number of robots can serve both as environmental sensors and actuators. The objective of MASnet is to develop systems that can collect information and respond to spatially distributed diffusion processes such as a chemical plume dispersement [18] . Each robot has limited sensing, computation and communication ability, but they can coordinate with each other to study challenging tasks like formation keeping, environment monitoring, consensus algorithms and swarm intelligence. The complete platform is illustrated in Figure 2 . Commands issued from the base station start and stop robot motion as well as update or change control parameters. The base station can also visually identify and track different robots. All functionality, including image processing, is performed by a C++ MFC application written explicitly for this purpose called robot commander.
Each robot or agent is a small two-wheel differentially steered robot based on sumo11 chassis and constructed of mostly commercial components, see Figure 3 (a). The robots use a MI-CAZ sensor network mote [19] from Crossbow as the central processing unit to handle all functions including PWM genera-
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Copyright c 2007 by ASME tion, encoder feedback, computation, sensing and communication [20] . The robot operating system is TinyOS which was developed by UC Berkely parallel to mote hardware technology. TinyOS is an event-driven operating system developed in nesC, which supports non-preemptive multi-tasking. External sensors currently include IR object detection for collision avoidance and light sensors, see Figure 3 (b), to track a diffusion process. 
MASnet Challenges to Phototaxis
As always, the step from simulation to application is challenging. This is especially true for a large multi-vehicle system. The nonlinear and imperfect robot characteristics impose performance limitation not accounted for in highly idealized simulations. Simulations can prove a concept or theory but experimentation reveals the value of an idea or lack thereof.
To this point, experiments on the MASnet platform have relied on a position controller to direct the robot motion. Despite the effort invested to develop and tune a low level PI position controller, the resulting performance is not precise. Arrival at a desired position, velocity or orientation is not perfectly guaranteed.
Non-holonomic constraints also limit performance as opposed to the point mass approximations used in simulations. For example, if the position error in the direction of motion is zero and the position error perpendicular to the direction of motion is nonzero the robot cannot simply translate, but is forced to circle. When the desired point is finally reached the orientation is rarely in line with the desired motion path. Other problems include robot collisions, communication delays and hardware failures.
Faced with such challenges, the cooperative phototaxis design becomes quite difficult. The challenges encountered in MASnet stem from a simple low cost design. Using better robots with better components would eliminate some of these problems. However, this fails to meet with MASnet's original objective of low cost. A swarm intelligent control design could produce acceptable results while using imprecise and imperfect robots.
Cooperative Phototaxis Design
Following the swarm engineering principles outlined in Sec. 3 and having identified the desired emergent behavior in the introduction of Sec. 4 we can begin engineering our swarm by identifying the best behavior motivators. Starting with the primary objective, climbing the gradient to the light source, we need a gradient climbing behavior. The input for this behavior should clearly be light measurements.
The secondary task, simultaneous rendezvous at the light source, requires cooperation from other agents. This behavior is realized though a consensus algorithm [21] . Seeking consensus, we desire variables that will require a minimal amount of communication. In previous phototaxis attempts, global positioning information was used and subsequently overwhelmed the communication system. Drawing from this experience we select the average of the front and back light sensors to be the shared consensus variable. Let x i be the information state or light measurement level of the i th robot. A consensus on the information statė x i is derived among robots aṡ
where Γ i (t) represents the set of robots whose light information is available to robot i at time t and α i j (t) is a positive scalar weighting factor. The consensus variable is broadcast to 6 Copyright c 2007 by ASME all robots within range and likewise received from others within range. Consensus is not guarantied unless the communication topology contains a minimum spanning tree [22] . The consensus variableẋ i is derived from ten bit sensor readings that can range from 0 to 1024. Hence, the consensus variable must be scaled before it can be used to modify the i th robots gradient climbing velocity. This is achieved by scaling α i j (t) which can be done on the fly through a wireless command message from base station.
Trivial yet fundamental behaviors are needed, such as a random walk to search for the light and collision avoidance. Randomness in the search algorithm behavior makes the system flexible enough to be used in varied locations without requiring an established search path. Collision avoidance can be represented by potential fields in simulation and enabled with inexpensive ranging sensors on the robots.
NetLogo Simulations
An agent-based simulation model of the phototaxis problem is constructed using NetLogo. NetLogo was selected because it is the highest-level platform with a simple and effective programming language, built-in graphical user interface and ample documentation. This allows for a short learning period and the ability to quickly design a user interface to observe the behavior of the swarm. The simulation models each agent as a point mass with a heading and a velocity. The agent based model is depicted in Figure 4 .
Behaviors are programmed in the logo language and then a control variable for that behavior is linked to a slider on the user interface. The slider can then be manipulated while the simulation is running to experiment with behavioral gains. This feature provides instant visual feedback on the swarm's behavior, thus eliminating the need to run a simulation to the end. This also allows the user to modify a simulation if no swarm behavior is occurring.
Observed from simulation a consensus algorithm alone cannot achieve the desired result. An additional behavior modifier was added to change the operational state based on a confidence level derived from the number of robots in the vicinity. If a minimal number of robots have found the light and are ready to converge, the behavior changes to engage gradient climbing until the light source is reached. The idea of changing behavioral state based on agent proximity is derived from research conducted on the forced march of Mormon crickets [23] . It was found that this type of cricket is passive when no other crickets are near. However, when crowded this species becomes aggressive, highly active and cannibalistic. The crickets form a vast swarm with the emergent behavior of a military like forced march.
In our design, this behavior change is used to guarantee that there are enough robots to effectively surround and converge to the light source while not requiring the presence of every agent to converge. This behavior was found to increase the robustness of the consensus algorithm in situations where a hardware failure limits an agents mobility, while the stalled agent can still communicate and may not realize its own compromised situation.
Drawing from the knowledge learned in simulation, the behavior modifiers required for phototaxis are defined as:
Potential Field -A repulsion potential field surrounding each robot actually implements two swarm behaviors, self preservation and dispersion. The repulsion from all objects at some set distance makes each agent effective at obstacle avoidance and thus, self preservation. This repulsion also causes the agents to spread out evenly in the field and, more importantly, as they evenly surround the light source. Gradient Climbing -Ascending the light gradient creates a homing behavior in which an agent can arrive at the light source. Consensus -Consensus is a behavior modifier that can be applied to almost any swarm behavior. In our case, we use consensus to guaranty that the agents will cooperatively rendezvous at the light source simultaneously. Confidence Level -Confidence level is another behavior modifier that makes the swarm more cooperative. In this case it serves two purposes. First, the confidence level insures that the light source will not be converged on by too few agents. Second, the confidence level makes the swarm more robust, hence, the swarm will converge even if one agent is damaged or becomes immobile.
Robot Implementation
From simulation we have gained the knowledge required to retrofit and reprogram the MASnet robots for the phototaxis application. Converting the algorithms derived in simulation to operate on the event driven, real time microcontroller system that runs the robot required additional programming to handle tasks Copyright c 2007 by ASME such as sensor reading and communications. Each behavioral modifier was developed and tested separately before all behaviors were combined. The single robot gradient decent algorithm was the most difficult to implement. Finding the gradient from the differential light measurement of the front and rear sensors initially failed due to a slow and unreliable sensor response that fluctuated with the operating voltage. The existing sluggish photoresistor light sensors were replaced with more responsive integrated circuits based on a photodiode using a linearizing feedback loop [24] . The gradient seek algorithm again failed, this time it was due to the ambient light noise. The florescent lights were replaced by halogen lights and the sensor sampling frequency was increased to 33Hz. The increased sampling rate made it possible to use a median filter to smooth the light sensor data.
After a few iterations, a simple gradient decent method was developed. The gradient climbing algorithm illustrated in Fig. 5 is realized by continually switching between two states. State one curves to the left and state two curves to the right. When the state change timer is fired, the current gradient measurement is compared with previous measurements. If the current measurement is higher, the robot continues in this state, else the state is changed. This results in a swimming motion. The turning radius, sampling period and state change timers period can be adjusted on the fly through commands issued through the base station. Robot debug messages can also be sent from a robot to the base station to speed the debug process and monitor the consensus variable. This greatly reduces the development time. The consensus algorithm also operates on timers and was implemented as outlined in Sec. 4.3. Each robot broadcasts its light measurement data at 4Hz and the consensus algorithm is evaluated at 2Hz with the available information received from other robots between timer intervals. Because there is currently no collision detection, communication between robots is not guarantied and is by no means reliable; however, enough information is shared to reach a consensus.
The first attempt to preform cooperative phototaxis on the MASnet platform resulted in a beautiful display of chaos with robots moving forwards and backwards at varied speeds. A flaw was found in the robot code of the consensus algorithm. This error made it possible for the robot to reverse directions if it became to far ahead of the others.
The basic behaviors such as random walk and collision avoidance were added and then removed. It was found that the gradient decent behavior acts as a good random walk in the absence of any light gradient. Also, it was found that collision avoidance performance had to be removed to eliminate unreliable behavior.
Results

Cooperative Phototaxis
After altering the plexiglass supports to allow the maximum amount of open space for the light and adjusting the base velocity, our robot swarm simultaneously converged on the light source as illustrated in Figure 5 .1. The robot commander application plotted the initial positions, designated by a circle, and the paths of each robot. The path is plotted by placing one dot on the screen at fixed time steps. Thus we can get a general idea of each robot's velocity by the spacing of the dots.
In Figure 6 (a) robots 1 and 8 converged after a lengthy 58 seconds which was mainly slowed by robot 1's failure to locate the light source. Note that robots 1 and 8 progressed at a slow rate while waiting for robot 1, yet still converged on the light source. Robot 3 was intentionally disabled by placing it on blocks. Thus it was still communicating but did not cause a failure due to its compromised state. In Figure 6 (b), robots 1 and 8 again quickly find the gradient. The consensus algorithm pushes robot 1 to search the environment for the gradient at a much higher velocity. This time, robot 1 finds the gradient and all three converge to the light source in 38 seconds.
While the experiments are not highly precise, the results obtained are dramatically improved over the previous non-swarm design. Consensus is achieved in most cases and success is generally limited to the sensors ability to find the gradient. In this experiment, only four robots were available to be used where six to ten robots would provide a better swarm. This claim, supported by our NetLogo simulation, draws from the swarm engineering principle that a swarm should consist of a large number of simple and cheap robots. In any case, the achieved success validates the six-step swarm engineering process described in Sec. 3. It is apparent that each step of the swarm engineering method provides tools and subsequently clues leading to the desired swarm behavior and ultimately a successful implementation. 
Phototaxis with a slowly moving light source
After successfully designing a robotic swarm for a static phototaxis, we decided to begin experimentation with the swarm for the case of dynamic phototaxis. In many cases the desired target or monitored environment is dynamic. Presenting a general algorithm for dynamic phototaxis will provide a reliable solution for these cases.
To consider a dynamic phototaxis experiment, additional emergent behaviors must be defined. The main task for the agents is to follow a moving light source within a specified distance or intensity. An additional potential field modifier allows the robots to maintain an average distance from the light source. Robots move according to the light measurements used in a set of conditions that track the light's movement. For example, if the measurements are below the desired intensity the light is moving away and the robot begins to move toward the light. However, to make this behavior possible, once the robots simultaneously converge to the light source they must recognize the position of the light.
To solve this problem the robots position themselves into a general formation after a desired light intensity is reached. Because the MASnet robots only have light sensors located on the front and back of the robot, it is difficult to determine which side of the robot the light is placed. See Figure 3(b) for sensor locations. The formation, however, positions a robot orthogonal to the gradient and allows the light to be on the left side of the robot. The simple conditions of this procedure permit a 100 percent success rate as long as enough voltage is applied to the motors.
Once the robots are in formation, a set of states represent the movement of the robots. See Figure 7 for the state flow diagram using these states. Copyright c 2007 by ASME dynamic tracking algorithm operates on a timer which fires every 15 ms (66.67 Hz) which is the fastest frequency suggested for sending wireless information packets on the MASnet platform. The high frequency checks conditions nearly continuously to allow smooth and accurate maneuvers. Because the performance of the dynamic phototaxis algorithm is limited the frequency of its timer, the robot can "loose" the light source if the source moves faster then the algorithm can detect it. Therefore, the light source must move slower than the detection rate for constant light following. In the case that a robot does loose the light source, the gradient seek and climb motivators can be initiated to quickly find the source. While a single robot can perform the light following fairly well, several robots often collide with each other while tracking the light. Collision avoidance must be reinstated using simple ranging sensors to implement a repelling potential field. Unlike the gradient climb behavior, dynamic tracking does not require consensus from each robot, thus, collision avoidance can effectively be reinstated.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a six-step design methodology for swarm engineering. In particular, we focus on selecting and designing motivational behaviors which are combined to develop the desired emergent behavior. The culmination of this work is a case study of engineering a swarm for a rendezvous phototaxis application on the MASnet platform. Where conventional design methods proved to be inadequate, a swarm engineered system succeeded. This experimental result supports the initial claim that a swarm intelligent design applied to a large distributed mobile sensor network could produce acceptable results while using imprecise and imperfect sensors and robots.
Future work will primarily focus on the MASnet goal of cooperative determination and prediction of a diffusion process. Successful static and dynamic phototaxis tracking is a crucial beginning to tracking a diffusion process. These experiments show that finding, tracking, and surrounding a concentrated source, which can be measured by sensors, is possible and attainable in a robust and cost effective manor. The final goal of MASnet is to track and efficiently neutralize a diffused cloud of toxic gas which is extremely dynamic. See Figure 8 for a MASnet example of cloud tracking.
Robot sensors can effectively target and track the border of the gas cloud by implementing a combination of both phototaxis algorithms. Dense cloud areas can be found by gradient climbing and actuators can proficiently neutralize the environment. Imperative questions this project hopes to resourcefully resolve include:
1. How can a robot respond to a rapidly changing environment? 2. How will the environment (cloud) be sensed? Other considerations include a swarm engineered design of heterogeneous robot teams that use Centroidal Voronoi Tessellations (CVT) [25] to guide behaviors. Further investigation into swarm engineering is needed to identify optimization methods.
